
 
 

 

Year 3 Long Term Plan and Curriculum Overview 

Topics  

and Term 

Literacy Maths Science RE 

Follow the 

Come and See 

SoW 

RSE History 

 

Geography Art & Design DT Music  Computing  PE 

Follow RealPE  

SoW and  

utilise  

specialist coaches 

Autumn 1 

 

Stone age 

to the Iron 

Age 

 

 

Talk for 

Writing 

 

Cave Baby and 

Stone Age Boy 

 

Stig of the 

Dump  

 

Fiction 

-Narrative: 

retell 

(Noun phrases, 

adjectives, 

progressive 

form of verbs, 

tenses Y2) 

 

Non-Fiction 

-Information 

text 

-chronological 

report 

(headings, 

subheadings, 

diagrams, labels 

and pictures) 

Place value 

within a 

1000 

 

 

 

 

 

Addition and 

Subtraction 

(1 & 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

Time 

Forces and 

Magnets 

 

-Compare how 

things move on 

different 

surfaces (NC) 

 

-notice that 

some forces 

need contact 

between two 

objects, but 

magnetic 

forces can act 

at a distance 

(NC)  

 

-Observe hoe 

magnets 

attract or repel 

each other and 

attract some 

materials and 

not others(NC) 

 

-Compare and 

group together 

a variety of 

everyday 

materials on 

Homes/ 

Family (4 wks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Judaism  

 (1 wk) 

 

 

 

 

 

Promises/Belon

ging (4 wks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Designed for a 
Purpose 
 
The Sacraments 
 
Jesus, My Friend 
 
 

Changes in 

Britain (NC) 

 

Stone Age to 

the Iron Age 

 

-Use some 

dates and 

historical 

terms when 

sequencing 

events and 

objects 

 

-Demonstrate 

awareness 

that the past 

can be 

divided into 

different 

periods of 

time 

 

- Explore 

trends and 

changes over 

time using a 

timeline 

 

-Find out and 

compare 

-Name and 

locate places 

in the UK 

 

- Locate key 

features such 

as rivers and 

hills and how 

they may 

have changed 

over time. 

(NC) 

 

Kandinsky- 
https://www.bbc.
co.uk/teach/class-
clips-video/art-
and-design-ks2-
kandinskys-
schaukeln/zv7g7n
b 
 

colour mixing 

and emotions  

 

Cave drawings-

sketch, 

charcoal, 

pastels (NC)  

 

 

Design and 

make a 

Stone Age 

weapon. 

 

Draw design 

and use a 

range of 

materials and 

equipment to 

cut, join and 

finish (NC) 

Choir 

with Mr 

Gordon. 

Internet 

safety 

Online 

profiles 

Real PE  

Personal 

 

Basketball 

Thurs AM 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/art-and-design-ks2-kandinskys-schaukeln/zv7g7nb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/art-and-design-ks2-kandinskys-schaukeln/zv7g7nb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/art-and-design-ks2-kandinskys-schaukeln/zv7g7nb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/art-and-design-ks2-kandinskys-schaukeln/zv7g7nb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/art-and-design-ks2-kandinskys-schaukeln/zv7g7nb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/art-and-design-ks2-kandinskys-schaukeln/zv7g7nb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/art-and-design-ks2-kandinskys-schaukeln/zv7g7nb


 
 

the basis of 

whether they 

are attracted 

to a magnet an 

identify 

magnetic 

materials (NC) 

 

-Describe 

magnets as 

having two 

poles (NC) 

 

-Predict 

whether two 

magnets will 

attract or repel 

each other, 

depending on 

which poles are 

facing (NC) 

everyday lives 

and how that 

contrasts to 

our lives 

today 

 

- Recognise 

that 

different 

versions of 

past events 

may exist 

 

- Describe 

and explore 

some of the 

ways the past 

can be 

represented – 

pictures, 

letters, 

artefacts etc 

 

- Select and 

organise 

historical 

information 

to present in 

a range of 

ways 

 

- Use relevant 

historical 

terms and 

vocabulary 

linked to 

chronology. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

LO: To 

understand 

what humans 

needed for 

survival in the 

Stone Age 

 

LO: To 

understand 

what stone 

age artefacts 

tell us about 

this period of 

time.  

 

LO To 

research 

stone age art 

work using 

the internet. 

 

Autumn 2 

 

Volcanoes 

and 

Earthquake

s 

Fiction 

The Pebble in 

My Pocket 

(adverbs, 

paragraphs) 

 

Non-Fiction 

-Information 

text- non-

chronological 

report 

 

(headings, 

subheadings, 

bullet points, 

diagrams, labels 

and captions) 

Multiplication 

and division 

(1) 

Rocks, Fossils 

and Soils 

 

Compare and 

group together 

different kinds 

of rocks on the 

basis of their 

appearance and 

simple physical 

properties (NC) 

 

-Describe in 

simple terms 

how fossils are 

formed when 

things that 

Islam (1wk) 

 

Advent/Loving 

(4 weeks) 

  Volcanoes 

and 

Earthquakes 

-Use 

geographical 

language to 

describe 

some aspects 

of human and 

physical 

features (NC) 

 

-describe and 

understand 

key aspects 

of physical 

geography 

clay volcanoes 

 

Draw volcanoes 

pencil, pastel, 

poster paint 

(NC) 

Clay volcanoes  Choir 

with Mr 

Gordon. 

 Real PE 

Social 

 

 

Sniper  

Thurs PM 



 
 

have lived are 

trapped within 

rock (NC) 

 

-Recognise that 

soils are made 

from rocks and 

organic matter 

(NC) 

such as 

volcanoes and 

earthquakes 

 

-human 

geography 

including: 

settlements 

and land use 

(NC) 

 

Spring 1 

 

Ancient 

China 

Myths and 

legends 

 

 

The Boy Who 

Grew Dragons 

 

Fiction 

- Narrative 

(paragraphs, 

conjunctions 

and 

prepostions) 

 

 

Money unit 6 

 

 

 

Multiplication 

and Division 

(2) 

 Journeys/Com

munity (4 wks) 

 

 

 

 

Listening and 

sharing/ 

Eucharist  (4 

wks) 

Family, Friends 
and Others 
 
 
 
When Things 
Feel Bad 
 
 

When Things 
Change 
 

An Early 

Civilization 

(NC) 

  

Ancient China 

 

-Use sources 

to address 

historically 

valid 

questions 

-Recognise 

that our 

knowledge of 

the past is 

constructed 

from 

different 

sources of 

evidence 

 

- Describe 

and explore 

some of the 

ways the past 

can be 

represented – 

pictures, 

 Willow pattern  Chinese 

Architecture 

 

Design, make 

and Evaluate 

an Ancient 

Chinese 

Temple 

 

-Explore and 

evaluate a 

range of 

existing 

buildings 

-Draw, use a 

range of 

materials 

(NC) 

Choir 

with Mr 

Gordon. 

Musical 

sequence- 

algorithms 

 

-Use 

sequence, 

selection 

and 

repetition 

in programs 

(NC) 

Real PE Cognitive 

 

 

Football  

Mon PM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.barefootcomputing.org/resources/musical-sequences-activity
https://www.barefootcomputing.org/resources/musical-sequences-activity
https://www.barefootcomputing.org/resources/musical-sequences-activity


 
 

letters, 

artefacts etc 

 

 

history for 

kid-ancient-

china 

Class clips 

China 

 

-the 

achievements 

of early 

civilization  

 

 

 

 

-The Shang 

dynasty  

Spring 2 

 

World War 

1 

One Boy’s war 

 

Letter/ diary 

writing 

(descriptive 

vocab) 

 

 

Poetry  

 

To be able to 

identify and 

analyse the 

features of 

classic poetry 

 

 

Non-Fiction 

 

Fact file 

Fractions 

 

Statistics  

Light 

 

-recognise they 

need light in 

order to see 

things and that 

dark is the 

absence of light 

(NC) 

 

-Notice that 

light is 

reflected from 

surfaces (NC) 

 

-Recognise that 

light from the 

sun can be 

dangerous and 

that there are 

 

Lent-Giving (5 

wks) 

Sharing Online 
Chatting Online 
Physical Contact 

World 

History 

World War 1 

 

-Describe and 

give reasons 

for some 

historical 

changes 

 

-Demonstrate 

knowledge of 

aspects of 

history 

significant in 

their locality 

 

- Describe 

and explore 

some of the 

-Name and 

locate a wider 

range of 

places in 

their locality, 

the UK and 

wider world 

(NC) 

  Choir 

with Mr 

Gordon. 

Internet 

safety 

 

Use 

technology 

safely, 

respectfully 

and 

responsibly; 

recognise 

acceptable/ 

unacceptabl

e behaviour; 

identify a 

range of 

ways to 

report 

concerns 

about 

content and 

Real PE 

Creative 

 

 

 

Swimming (Everyone Active) 

https://www.historyforkids.net/ancient-china.html
https://www.historyforkids.net/ancient-china.html
https://www.historyforkids.net/ancient-china.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/history-ks2-the-story-of-china/z6mq382
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/history-ks2-the-story-of-china/z6mq382


 
 

ways to protect 

our eyes (NC) 

 

-recognise that 

shadows are 

formed when 

the light from a 

light source is 

blocked by a 

solid object 

(NC) 

 

-Find patterns 

in the way that 

the size of 

shadows change 

(NC) 

   

ways the past 

can be 

represented – 

pictures, 

letters, 

artefacts etc 

 

- Discuss 

some 

historical 

events, 

issues, 

connection

s and 

changes 

 

- Distinguish 

difference 

between 

sources – e.g 

– compare 

different 

versions of 

the same 

event. 

 

 

 

LO: What 

caused WW1 

to begin? 

 

LO: What was 

it like in the 

trenches? 

 

LO: How did 

the soldiers 

feel about 

war? 

contact 

(NC) 



 
 

 

LO: How did 

the war 

effect people 

at home? 

 

LO: Why and 

how did the 

war end?  

 

 

 

 

Summer 1 

 

Deserts 

(Continents 

and Europe) 

 Time 

 

 

Length  

 

Angles and 

shape 

Plants Pentecost-

Energy (4 wks) 

 

Choices (4 

weeks) 

Trinity House 

 

 Deserts  

-Locations 

and names of 

the 

continents 

(NC) 

-Use 

geographical 

language to 

describe 

some aspects 

of human and 

physical 

features (NC) 

 

  Choir 

with Mr 

Gordon. 

bee-bot 

 

-design a 

simple 

programme 

and debug 

(NC) 

Real PE 

Physical  

 

Swimming (Everyone Active) 

Summer 2 

 

Deserts  

 Mass 

 

Capacity  

Animals 

including 

humans 

 

-Identify that 

animals 

including 

humans need 

the right 

amount of 

nutrition and 

that they 

Hinduism (1wk) 

 

Special places 

(4 wks) 

Where is 

Church? 

 Deserts  

-Make 

observations 

about places 

and features 

that change 

over time 

(NC) 

 

  Choir 

with Mr 

Gordon. 

 Real PE 

Health and Fitness 

 

 

Swimming (Everyone Active) 

https://www.barefootcomputing.org/resources/send-bee-bot-basics-activity


 
 

cannot make 

their own food; 

they get 

nutrition from 

what they eat 

(NC) 

 

-identify that 

humans and 

some animals 

have skeletons 

and muscles for 

support, 

protection and 

movement (NC) 

 

 


